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Introduction

New Scientific Support for astrology comes from a surprising source. In 1985, Nature, one of the world's most prestigious scientific journals, published “A Double Blind Test of Astrology”, now known as the ‘Carlson experiment’. The conclusion was that natal astrology as practised by reputable astrologers was no better than chance. For astrology, it was a landmark experiment that continues to undermine the credibility of every astrological consultant, researcher and school. Recent research shows not only that Carlson’s conclusions were wrong (Vidmar 2008), but also that his experiment produced evidence that the tested astrologers performed their tasks successfully to a level that could not be explained by chance (Ertel 2009).

This article attempts to synthesise the evidence from different sources with some additional observations. It seeks to clarify how Carlson imported the results of one test into another separate test. This led to sampling errors that disguised results that favoured the astrologers - results that were later discovered by Professor Ertel. To balance this, an attempt is made, here, to present the sceptical reaction to this new evidence. Graphics have been compiled to display the astrologer’s predicted rating of their matches weighted by the frequency and to show how enabling astrologers to make these confidence judgements with the data amplifies the precision.

Background

In March 2010, the BBC broadcast a spectacular astronomy series entitled the 'Wonders of the Solar System' in the UK. Twenty-six minutes into series 4, the presenter physicist, Professor Brian Cox, made the following remark about astrology:

“Astrologists have said for years that Jupiter influences our lives. But we now have scientific evidence that this mighty planet does have a significant connection with our own small world.

Now, Jupiter is so different to [sic] our planet... a big ball of gas half a billion kilometres away. It’s difficult to see how it could have anything to do with us at all. But despite the fact that astrology is a load of rubbish, Jupiter can in fact, have a profound influence on our planet. And it’s through a force ... gravity.”

It was an unprofessional remark from someone who knew nothing about astrology. Cox allowed his bias to intrude into an educational scientific programme broadcast the BBC, the guidelines of which state that astrology must be broadcast in a balanced way. [1]

Enquiries about this article should be addressed to the author at: robert@equinoxastrology.com
Normally this means astrology may be presented with confrontational critics, but it should also entitle astrologers to defend their field. After I expressed my views on the social networks, Cox responded by ‘retweeting’ my comments on Twitter. Overnight, Phil Plait, former President of the James Randi Educational Foundation and self-styled “Bad Astronomer,” wrote a blog (Plait 2010) about my article on his sceptical website: badastronomy.com. Many hundreds of hard-core sceptics clicked the link to my Facebook public page (Facebook 2010) to offer a mixture of insult, ridicule and to tell me why astrology really is rubbish.

When I responded rationally, a few interesting debates and even dialogue followed. Like most astrologers, I value subjective evidence in the form of personal experience and observation, but I also value objective tests. And, in my view, while the practice of astrology by most astrologers is best described as an art or a craft, there is no scientific case for dismissing astrology as a field.

The BBC replied to my complaint with an apology and a reassurance that the Professor's comments, "were his own, not those of the BBC and were based on his belief that there isn't sufficient evidence to support astrology".

The Myth of Scientific Evidence against Astrology

How did we ever get to this? How can educated scientists know so little about astrology? What makes an eminent Professor and particle physicist at the Large Hadron Collider on the French-Swiss border decide to bypass the scientific imperative of empirical study and broadcast unfounded conclusions?

The answer came back more quickly than I had thought. Hordes of sceptics asserted Cox’s belief that there is indeed no scientific evidence to support astrology and that there is a preponderance of tests that shows that astrology is no better than a sophisticated game of dice.

When challenged, the sceptics cited the work of Dr Geoffrey Dean. Dean, an analytical chemist by training and, once an astrologer, is arguably the most vocal, informed and famous critic of astrology. They cited his Meta-Analysis of 300 experiments. (Dean 1997). However, the certainty of the conclusions is not supported by the References, where fourteen years later it still states, “A list of the studies meta-analysed above is in preparation”.

Dean’s impressive sounding Time-Twin study involving 2,101 people born in London between 3rd and 9th May 1958 was also cited. This sounded promising, as Dean gives a trailer in his paper on Astrology and PSI (Dean & Kelly 2003) (Dean, forthcoming). Yet, to date (eight years on), Dean has still not published his results.

Since their belief could not be supported by science, several sceptics cited what may be perceived as conjuring tricks allegedly debunking astrology. In fact, there are sound
reasons why pseudo-astrological illusions by magicians such as James Randi (Currey July 2010) or Derren Brown (Currey Aug. 2010) cannot be reproduced under scientific conditions.

However, sceptics and sceptical websites repeatedly cite one solid test above all others. It is the famous Carlson Double-Blind Astrology test (Carlson 1985) that was published in *Nature* in 1985. Pearce Wright, science editor of *The Times* dedicated an unprecedented 5 page article to the experiment to coincide with publication. Shawn Carlson's mentor, Professor Richard Muller describes it as the “definitive test of astrology”. (Muller 2010) It is cited in Wikipedia under Astrology along with Dean’s “phantom” Time-Twin Test (where the results still appear to be unpublished) with the claim: “Studies have repeatedly failed to demonstrate statistically significant relationships between astrological predictions and operationally defined outcomes.” (Wikipedia 2010) While Ptolemy or natural astrology is currently not mentioned on the main Astrology listing, a few editors zealously protect numerous spurious claims. In March 2011, an administrator banned six of the most active editors with the required astrological expertise from editing astrology pages on the grounds of an in-house technical loophole (Wikipedia 2011).

**Carlson Double-Blind Astrology Experiment**

Though it is now widely known as the “Carlson Test”, the experiment bears the hallmark of Committee for Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal also known as CSICOP [3]. This group, since renamed Committee for Skeptical Inquiry (CSI), is arguably dedicated to debunking metaphysical evidence. In the early 80s CSICOP was in crisis and many of its senior members resigned in protest over the “Gauquelin affair” [4]. In short, their highly questionable attempt to refute Michel Gauquelin’s evidence supporting astrology failed. What was worse for CSICOP was that their own data replicated Gauquelin’s results. (Ertel & Irving 1996) (Rawlins 1981) Following this, CSICOP abandoned running in-house experiments. Nevertheless with Carlson, CSICOP was involved in encouraging, funding, guiding and publicising the experiment [5].

Shawn Carlson was a 19-year-old [6] physics undergraduate student at the University of California, Berkeley when he started this study in 1980. In the years since the experiment was published, Carlson has been active with CSICOP (now CSI) and the James Randi Education Foundation. Like Randi and numerous members of CSICOP, Carlson was also a professional magician and it is hard not to assume that Carlson did not share their sceptical mind-set before the experiment. At the age of 16, he supported himself as a player of Three-Card-Monte (also known as Follow the Lady) [7]. This card trick requires mastery of the art of deception and misdirection.

**Did Carlson have a hidden agenda?**

Carlson initially gave the participating astrologers the impression that he was favourable towards astrology. During the experiment, he claimed in a signed letter to astrologer Erin Sullivan [undated ca. October 1981] (published in Correlation 26 (1) Vidmar 2008) that the preliminary results appeared to support astrology. "We are very near interpreting the results as FAVORING the astrological thesis. Near, but not there yet." After the test was
published, Carlson wrote in a letter to Jayj Jacobs entitled Rebuttal [mailed 21 January 1987]: "Mr Lewis is half correct on this point. It is true that I was indeed biased. But I wanted the experiment to work." (Vidmar 2008)

Had the astrologers believed that Carlson had a hidden agenda against astrology when he began this experiment it is likely that they would not have participated. Yet, there is plenty of evidence to suggest that he was not favourably disposed to astrology before and during the experiment. Before he started, Carlson stated his (modest) intention to submit the test for publication in the Skeptical Enquirer. This in-house journal for CSICOP is committed to discrediting exactly the type of astrological evidence that Carlson was supposedly hoping to find. [8] Also, his work was supported by CSICOP members including his mentor Professor Richard Muller, the founder of CSICOP Professor Paul Kurtz and the editor of the science journal Nature and CSICOP fellow, Sir John Maddox. (Frazier 2009)

Before going any further, all the points made so far do not invalidate this experiment. However, I will make it clear that this background of apparent prejudice against astrology had a bearing on the methods, presentation, conclusions and publication.

Protocols for Carlson’s Experiment as set out in his Paper
A key part of the whole experiment is the measurement of astrological birth charts against the California Psychological Inventory [9] known as the CPI. This 'self-report psychological test' created in 1956, consists of 480 true-false questions resulting in 18 personality attribute scales. Carlson stated that he chose the CPI for this test as his three advising astrologers considered its scales "were closest to those discernible by astrology." (Carlson 1985:420)

The Double-Blind Astrology Experiment consisted of five separate, though related, tests. Carlson merged four of them into Parts 1 and 2, which, it is suggested, here, created an illusion of connection enabling him to use one test to bias another.

1. Subject Ranking Test #1: 83 subjects were each given a selection of 3 birth chart interpretations drawn up by the astrologers. The 3 charts consisted of 2 random birth charts belonging to other participants and their own. They were asked to select their first and second choice according to best fit. (Part 1 according to Carlson)

2. Subject Rating Test #2: An undisclosed number of subjects rated each birth chart (out of 10 points) from a selection of three including their own. (Part 1 acc. Carlson)

3. Astrologer Ranking Test #3: The astrologers were given batches of 3 California Psychological Inventories (CPIs) including 1 authentic match and 2 random belonging to other subjects. They were asked for their first and second choice as closest matches with each of 114-116 [10] subject’s birth charts. (Part 2 acc. Carlson)
4. Astrologer Rating Test #4: The astrologers rated 308 CPIs (on a scale of 1 to 10) in batches of 3 according to the closeness of each match with 100 subject’s birth charts. (Part 2 acc. Carlson)

5. CPI Ranking Test #5: In a non-astrological test, 56 subjects were required to identify and rank their own California Psychological Inventory CPI (completed earlier) from 2 other random CPIs from the subject group.

Twenty-eight astrologers accepted the invitation to participate in the experiment. Carlson does not say how many actually completed their assignment.

**Design & Execution Faults that put Astrology at a disadvantage**

An apparent fault in Carlson’s test design meant that he rejected Test #2 due to the data “not having been collected under proper controls.” The subjects were asked to rate the interpretation of their own chart on a scale of 1 to 10. However, Carlson noticed from the "first few data envelopes" that on "a subject's first choice, nearly all the subsections were also rated as first choice." This is an unfortunate loss. Given the success of the astrologers in rating CPIs, this data may have got around some of the problems inherent in the subject group (outlined below). It would be helpful if Carlson were to release the raw data so we can at least rule out any question of selective reporting and see if some data can be extracted.

Another setback came when the subjects in test #5 were unable to rank their own CPI at a level greater than chance. As a result, Carlson ruled out test #1 where subjects were required to rank their own birth chart and concluded that self-selection was “a poor test of astrology”. (Carlson 1985)

Carlson imposed abnormally and inappropriately high levels of proof. The convention in social sciences is that P-values (probability) of .05 or less are indicative of statistical significance. With this particular experiment, much larger sample sizes would be needed to demonstrate highly significant P-values. Yet, Carlson demanded a P-value of .006 (Ertel 2009:135) (2.5 standard deviations), more appropriate for physics than a psychology experiment. Carlson admitted that this was unusually high in his article for *Nature*, but his comments were sub-edited before publication - perhaps to make his conclusions more credible. (Vidmar 2008)

**Disadvantages that the Astrologers faced in fulfilling their Tasks:**

1. **Is it a realistic and fair test of astrology?**

   Astrology is not a guessing game. This *Guess My Sign* or *Find The Lady* test of identification is not what astrologers would normally do for their clients. Everyone involved in the experiment, including the astrologers, seemed to assume that personal data should stand out to the owner from a crowd of similar data. But can students spot their exam results or patients their medical diagnosis without their name at the top? Blind selection proved challenging for subjects picking their own psychological profile (CPI) [Test #5] or for selecting their birth chart [Test #1]. The astrologers
were, however, more successful in comparing birth charts with the matching psychological profile to a significant level [Tests #3 & #4].

2. Test Subjects: too inexperienced, too homogenous and too disinterested

Astrologers were asked to match a birth chart to one of three CPI profiles. However, the subjects had too much in common with each other for easy identification and separation. The majority (70%) of the subjects were, like Carlson, students at the same University. This high level of homogeneity makes it hard to differentiate between individuals. In addition, the subjects were not predisposed to self-enquiry and their self-knowledge was low. Being an average age of 28 suggests that most would not have undergone their formative first Saturn Return (29-30) and be less able to identify their future potential and inner nature according to astrological theory and conventional wisdom. Most would not have encountered the character-forming experiences of a career, marriage, children and home-ownership for example. They were as Vidmar puts it “heavily influenced by socio-cultural factors such as parents ...” (Vidmar 2008) Test-retest results of the CPI on other subjects suggest that after 25 years, half the individuals had altered their self-image by more than 40%. Finally, Carlson’s subjects were half-hearted in their attempts to complete their psychological questionnaire and may have been prone to response bias. These limitations were disadvantageous both to astrology and psychology in all the tests.

3. Limitations of the California Psychological Inventory.

Though the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) was acceptable to the advising astrologers, it was complex and limited for calibration. The CPI was more a measure of current outward behaviour than the inner motivations that astrologers identify in a chart. After all, why go to an astrologer if a chart is no more than an analysis based on your own responses? Another limitation was that the "CPI contains scales that discriminate between the sexes", Carlson had to withhold the gender of the subjects from the astrologers to avoid clues to identity.

Did the California Psychological Inventory [CPI] fail?

The complexity of the CPI was confirmed when the subjects were unable to identify their own CPI (i.e. the analysis of a personality questionnaire filled in by themselves) any better than chance. Though this result forced Carlson to reject the principle of subject’s self-selection [Test #1], the astrologers were better equipped, more informed and more motivated to read the complex CPI tables than the subjects. So the CPI was not an ideal measure, but it proved to have worked to a limited extent in the right hands.

The background to the experiment and many of these criticisms has been well documented by Professor Joseph Vidmar and published in Correlation Volume 26(1) (Vidmar 2009). His concerns about the CPI are reinforced by the CPI test re-test data and the homogeneity of the group gave the astrologers an additional challenge. I do not share Vidmar’s view that the experiment failed largely due to the many design faults, procedural errors and inadequate reporting of data – all compounded by the inherent bias. Vidmar believes that Carlson is a unique case of organized scientific misconduct by a group
claiming to “speak for the body politic of science” and even involving the science journal *Nature*. I agree that there were flaws: subject selection, execution faults and the limitations of the CPI. However, these flaws were not fatal, but procedures and techniques that could be adjusted in future experiments of this type. Essentially, the design of the experiment had merit but with scope for improvement.

So though parts of the experiment had to be rejected, the two tests #3 and #4 that were still valid presented the astrologers with the huge challenge of matching CPIs to birth charts.

**Carlson’s Conclusions**

Carlson’s conclusions were based on the results of what he considered the two viable tests: Test #3 where the astrologers ranked CPIs against birth charts and Test #4 where the astrologers rated the matches with birth charts out of 10 points. His closing summary stated “how poorly the astrologers performed when compared to their predicted rate”, “the astrologers were unable to choose the correct CPI as their first or second choices at a significant level.” and he found “no convincing evidence that the astrologers tended to rate the correct CPIs higher than incorrect CPIs.” On this basis he concluded “We are now in a position to argue a surprisingly strong case against natal astrology as practised by reputable astrologers.” (Carlson 1985:425)

“The conclusion does not follow from the data” – Professor Hans Eysenck (Eysenck 1986)

In the aftermath of the experiment, a number of authoritative sources including Professor Hans Eysenck of London University (1986) argued that Carlson’s conclusion was faulty. By late 2009, new evidence raised the prospect that the opposite of Carlson’s conclusion may be more appropriate.

**Ertel’s re-analysis of the data shows a clear trend favouring astrology.**

A detailed analysis of the data by psychologist and statistical expert, Professor Suitbert Ertel of the University of Göettingen, Germany in 2009 (Ertel 2009) revealed that the results of the valid tests (#3 and #4) favour astrology to a statistically significant level – in spite of the many disadvantages that the astrologers faced.

**Ranking Test #3: Astrologers ranked CPI/Chart matches to a marginally significant level**

Carlson’s method of analysing 1st and 3rd rank only and separately, missed the overall pattern of an experiment where the astrologers were asked to pick 1st and 2nd choice. “The astrologers were then asked to select the two CPIs (first and second choice, no ties allowed).” (Carlson 1985:420) Carlson’s reductionist approach goes against statistical convention involving choice. His confusing and unconventional use of statistics misses the total effects where the correct horoscope was the most frequent second choice and the last choice was the least frequent. Due to this oversight, his technique overlooked the inherent problem when selecting random CPIs from a subject group where there is little diversity. At least one of the two random CPIs will be similar enough to the authentic one to give an unfair false match with a birth chart. Whenever choices could not be separated, Carlson stipulated that no ties were allowed and so the astrologer (and the subjects) would
often have had to make an arbitrary choice. Carlson’s ranking technique would have produced more ‘meaningful’ results if the astrologers (and the subjects) had been asked to compare dissimilar CPIs. In any event, independent experts should have removed similar CPIs so that every decision could be based on astrology alone.

“I was given some of these charts (CPI profiles) to match myself, and noticed immediately that the three profiles were often quite similar” – Teresa Hamilton (an astrologer who was willing to co-operate but later resigned (Hamilton January 1986)

In test #1 which Carlson rejected as unfair, 73.5% of the 83 subjects identified their correct horoscope as their first or second choice [Chance=66.6%]. In test #3, the astrologers showed slightly superior accuracy in selecting the correct horoscope as first or second choice 74.8% [Chance=66.6%] of 115 [10] subjects. In analysing the total effect using a standard formula for a three-choice format, Ertel showed that the astrologers matched CPIs to natal charts to a marginally statistically significant \( P \)-value of .054 (Effect Size=.15) \(^{[11]}\). However, more significant results emerged when astrologers rated the charts in test #4. (Ertel 2009)

“Thus, the astrologers chose the correct CPI Profile, either as first or second choice, more frequently than expected by chance, at a marginally significant level.” (Ertel 2009, p129)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table showing Astrologer’s Ratings [1 to 10] of matches between authentic &amp; unauthentic CPI profiles with authentic birth charts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rating 1 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The frequencies include 1 additional unauthentic match at rating #7 and 1 additional authentic match at #8 not included in Ertel’s published data. Ertel has confirmed these numbers and that this new data does not affect his results.

Rating test (#4): Astrologers rated CPI/Chart matches to a statistically significant level

U-Turn in Carlson Test by Robert Currey
Test #4 required the astrologers to rate 308 CPI profiles without knowing which ones were the 100 authentic or the 208 unauthentic matches with each birth chart. With this test, each astrologers’ confidence in their results could be recorded much more precisely and without the ambivalence of having to rank similar profiles arbitrarily as no ties were allowed.

“The correlation is significant. This result gives reason to take into account the probability that the astrologers were able, to some extent, to successfully match birth charts with CPI profiles.” Ertel referring to the astrologer’s 10-point rating task. (Ertel 2009 p 131)

Carlson creates sampling errors by misusing Test #3 data to analyse Test #4
It is hard to imagine how any statistician could justify Carlson’s decision to separate this discrete new data [Test #4] into three small samples according to ranking choice from test #3. The two experiments are separate and not comparable; being unrelated in method and sample size: Test #3 114-116 subjects\(^{10}\) and Test #4 100 subjects. The result was that the problems of the ranking experiment were unnecessarily compounded and the sample sizes much reduced. In his paper in *Nature*, Carlson put up three separate histograms - one for each rank. Although the graphs displaying second and third ranks showed a slope favouring astrology, the first rank graph showed a downward slope, which Carlson accounted for as a chance result rather than a classic sampling error\(^{18}\). Paul Kurtz (founder of CSICOP) and his colleagues used this ‘sampling error’ technique to break down sample sizes in a failed attempt to refute Gauquelin’s evidence showing the significant placement of Mars in the charts of top athletes. (Zelen, Kurtz & Abell 1977) (Ertel & Irving 1996) (Rawlins 1981)

Another problem with Carlson’s graphs is that there is no allowance for the varying frequency at each rank (except to show a wider range of standard deviation). Therefore the presentation of the data gives undue weight to low frequency results. For example, Carlson’s unnecessarily small sample units meant that his slope angle could swing significantly by a single subject intentionally sabotaging the test with hoax answers in his or her CPI encouraging a false match.

On the first graph that follows, the upward trend clearly shows that the astrologers tended to give a higher rating to correct CPIs and a lower rating to falsely matching CPIs in this double-blind test. However, this simple graph is not a truly accurate representation of the results. The reason is that very few birth charts (>20 in each case) were rated at either end of the scale - Levels: 10 (4 CPIs), 9 (15 CPIs) and 1 (18 CPIs). So to take account of the varying frequency, I calculated the percentage of unauthentic CPIs at each rating level of the total unauthentic CPIs (208) and the percentage of authentic CPIs of the total of authentic CPIs (100). The objective was to weight the astrologer's success rate with the frequency. For example, at the maximum rate of 10/10, the astrologers had a 25% success rate (Chance=100/308=32%) but then only rated 4 CPIs. However, they had 39% success rate when rating at 8/10 in evaluating 50 CPIs (12.5 times as many CPIs as the top rate). I then compared the difference between these two percentages to get the weighted difference. The resultant graph (below Figure 2) gives a more realistic picture of how the astrologers performed. The pattern on both graphs should make it quite apparent that the astrologers (despite disadvantages) were able to discriminate between charts in a
statistically significant way. This is confirmed by the upward sloping trend line. Ertel calculates that the astrologer's 10-point rating was significant with a P-value of .037 [11] with an effect size of .10. [19]
So in a blind test under unfavourable conditions, the astrologers successfully rated the incorrect matches lower (on the left in Figure 2) and the correct matches between horoscopes and psychological profiles higher (on the right).

**How have Sceptics reacted to this Dramatic Reversal?**
The Carlson test has yielded powerful evidence for astrology. It has advantages over Gauquelin’s extensive studies, which focussed on single chart factors whereas astrologers identify themes from many factors in a chart. The results are not prone to standard criticism of astrological practice: Forer (and Barnum) effects, confirmation bias, cold reading techniques, cherry picking, data artifacts or flattery.

Inevitably, the reaction from sceptics to these new findings that Ken McRitchie (McRitchie 2010) and others have presented on forums has ranged from denial to shock. One sceptic who runs a popular blog dedicated pages to ‘authoritatively’ debunking Ertel’s analysis before he had read Ertel’s paper. Unlike most astrology experiments, it would be hypocritical for a sceptic to try to debunk the test structure or the procedures. Carlson’s experiment was designed to be robust by sceptics using their rules, allegedly ‘rigorously peer reviewed’ \[20\] and published in a most prestigious journal *Nature*. It has been proudly upheld as a model experiment and relentlessly defended for almost 25 years as the best evidence that astrology is no more than chance.

**Dr Geoffrey Dean’s Initial Criticism**
In 1986, when Professor Hans Eysenck pointed out Carlson’s faulty conclusion, there was no interest from the scientific community or from the Press. In 1989, Carlson claimed, “I have not yet received a serious scientific challenge to the paper”. Professor Joseph Vidmar (Vidmar 2008) poses that someone like Geoffrey Dean, who advised Carlson on the experiment, must have informed him that the most famous living psychologist at the time[^16] had written articles criticising his analysis and conclusion. Dean has remained the most ardent and vocal supporter of Carlson’s experiment.

Dr Geoffrey Dean, ex-astrologer, now a CSI (formerly CSICOP) fellow and dogged astrosceptic is based in Perth, Australia. However he happened to visiting California at the time of the experiment and gave Carlson advice and criticism. I put my case to Dean and he was most helpful and raised a number of objections. His points helped to firm up my opinion of the immense value of the Carlson test and that the reappraisal really is an important ‘recent advance in natal astrology’.

Dean commented that the experiment is dated in the sense that later tests with inventories other than the CPI (presumably McGrew and McFall 1990) \[21\] were more understandable to the subjects. Dean goes on to make a good point that Carlson may have been hasty in dismissing the results from Test #1 since it is easier to identify with an astrological analysis typed in plain English than to interpret the unfamiliar graphical tables on a CPI. So, we can only speculate what would have come from Test #2, as it was unlikely to have suffered from the other limitations in Test #1.

Dean also considers drawing attention to Carlson as a waste of time when there is a “whole body of research, which currently includes 55 tests of the ability of astrologers to
match charts to their owners”. None of these tests are comparable to Carlson. Of those that I have reviewed including those cited by Dean as the best examples, all appear to have fatal flaws and should to be dropped. Data where the flaw is due to the small sample size like Vernon Clark’s (Clark 1961), Nanninga (1996) and Marbell (Marbell 1986) could be combined into a Meta-analysis provided there are no other flaws or artefacts.

Lastly, I understand Dean’s point that the results are of little practical value to working astrologers. Even so, I believe that investigating the problems with the experiment and demonstrating that it has yielded evidence will re-open the doors that it had previously closed to future research and acceptance in the academic world.

These are my impressions of several valuable points made in correspondence with Dean. They should not be taken as an exact representation or the limits of his views on the experiment. However, Dean’s (and other sceptic’s) continued reluctance to accept that Carlson’s analysis and conclusions are flawed in the face of what is now overwhelming evidence, suggests that the smaller and less well-designed astrology tests in which he and others claim that astrology has ‘failed’ have yet to be filtered out by critical analysis.

Was the sample size too small?
Suitbert Ertel, states that the number of recruited subjects and astrologers was insufficient. Ertel’s standards are high. He has verified evidence that supports a correlation between planetary positions at birth and professional eminence in studies involving non-participating sample sizes running into thousands [22]. In my view, it is unrealistic to expect a larger sample of participants involving the cooperation of both astrologers and sceptics: Carlson’s experiment is the best of only three studies of this type where the sample size is 100 or greater. [23]

Hans Eysenck in his lecture on “Methodological Errors by Critics of Astrological Claims” said the study was “done on a very large scale with many appropriate controls and safeguards.” (Eysenck 1983) It was large enough for Carlson’s decisive conclusion to pass the peer review process and to be published in Nature.[20] In addition, in 25 years since publication, an estimated five million people have read or heard the conclusions of this paper.[2] Yet no one appears to have objected to the participant size when the conclusion rejected astrology.

The importance of the number of participants really depends on what is being claimed. To validate the science of astrology would require much more evidence besides what has been accumulated so far. To validate the practice of a few astrologers as scientific, this experiment would need to be replicated with a larger number of subjects but refined by using only the astrologers whose results in a blind selection were above average. Alternative explanations for the results like ESP would have to be ruled out by some means. This is not proof of the entire field of astrology or validation of all astrologers. The results however are sufficient to be considered strong evidence for the successful performance by a few ‘reputable’ astrologers.
Did Ertel ‘mine’ the data knowing the outcome? Is this Re-Analysis of the data post hoc?

In 2009, Carlson asserted "A scientist never figures out how to analyze his data after the fact with all the data in view. This leads to selection biases that can skew the results to favor the experimenter's hopes. Apparently Dr. Ertel has done just that." (Skeptic0 2009)

Carlson’s remark appears somewhat hypocritical given that he or one his associates seems to have done exactly what he accuses Ertel of doing. Carlson set out his criteria. However it took nearly four years between the completion of data collection and publication[^24]. During that time the data appears to have been re-analysed "after the fact" and re-dressed in a way that favoured Carlson’s apparent bias. Ertel has merely done what Carlson originally set out to do and should have done: that is to use standard statistical techniques for the three-way choice #3 and for the rating test #4.

Ertel states that the results are regarded as ‘insufficient to deem astrology as empirically verified’. Does this mean that the experiment proves nothing?

Ertel was correct that the results do not ‘prove astrology’. This study was not a test of the field of astrology as has been done with the work of Gauquelin and others. It was a test of the practice of astrology by a group of top astrologers who successfully performed to a level that cannot be dismissed as chance.

Surely any evidence can be ignored as the experiment ‘does not reject the null hypothesis’ (that the astrologers performed no greater than chance)?

In this experiment the null hypothesis is that the astrologer’s results are no more than chance. This argument is complicated and technical. The contention is that due mainly to the inconsistent terms and standards of proof that Carlson set for his experiment, the astrologers were theoretically unable to prove their results were greater than chance even though their performance exceeded chance. But rather than conclude that the experiment is flawed, one imaginative sceptic has tried to claim that this was yet another experiment that merely failed to disprove astrology!

Carlson had framed three hypotheses. The results of the first one of two hypotheses for test #3 did not contradict the null hypothesis. According to Carlson, the “astrologers predicted a correct choice half the time or more” and yet on test #3 the astrologer’s first choice match (35%) was not significant. However, by selecting the correct choice 74.8% of the time within the guidelines requested by Carlson below, the astrologers were able to reject the second hypothesis, which was as follows:

“Before the data had been analysed, we had decided to test to see if the astrologers could select the correct CPI profile as either their first or second choice at a higher than expected rate. The scientific hypothesis predicts the CPI will fall in the first or second choice **66 per cent** of the time. The astrologers did not make a specific prediction as to what they expected the rate to be.” (Carlson 1985:425)
Thirdly, the astrologers’ success in predicting their ability to rate the correct CPIs higher than the incorrect CPIs to a statistically significant level disproved Carlson’s third ‘sceptical’ [25] hypothesis.

Besides the evidence this ‘null hypothesis argument’ has many other faults:

1) First Hypothesis
   i. In his paper, Carlson claimed that his first hypothesis was based on decisive individual selection of single matches. However, this was not Carlson’s original instruction to the astrologers for the 3-way match. In the unpublished information sheet to the astrologers, Carlson wrote: "...Select which profile you feel is (1) most likely, (2) second most likely to be the one." (Vidmar 2008)
   ii. Carlson claimed he was testing the ‘fundamental thesis of natal astrology’. (Carlson 1985:419) This cannot be measured by a ‘confidence judgement’ of one or two astrologers on the ability of other astrologers to match unseen birth charts to unknown psychological test results presented in an untried graphical format. No astrologer or psychologist could know what to expect to happen in this unprecedented and unfamiliar test. It would be fairer to describe it as an uninformed guess rather than the first alternative hypothesis and certainly not one that could justify Carlson’s unequivocal blanket conclusion.

2) In Carlson’s second hypothesis, the astrologers never had an alternative hypothesis to prove.

3) The flaws with the first and second hypothesis are highlighted by the superiority of the third hypothesis. In the third hypothesis, confidence levels were measured with more precision and relevance when the astrologers successfully rated their ability to match CPIs (out of 10) to each natal chart. [Test #4]. The more scope the astrologers were given to predict their judgement, the greater the accuracy with which their decisions could be measured and assessed. As this precision increased, the statistical significance of the results increased. Enabling astrologers to rate each assessment knowing the data (the birth chart and CPI) was an important lesson from the Carlson test and should be considered with all future tests of this type.

Figure 3 (How astrologers performed on 3 hypotheses) shows that as the astrologers were given more scope to express their assessment of the match between each horoscope with the CPIs, their performance became increasingly accurate. The diamond on the left, the result of 1st choice in Test #3 where there were only 3 options, is not significant (little
better than chance). The next result is 1st and 2nd choice in Test #3 where there were 6 options (p=.054). The top and most significant result is Test #4 where the astrologers had one thousand permutations in their choice of 10 rating points for 3 charts. (Of course, more permutations can also make decisions more confusing which can generate random results, but in this case the design empowered the decision making process.)

So the ‘null hypothesis’ argument appears to be an attempt to cover up facts by exploiting a loophole. Science does not advance through bureaucratic obstruction. It is misleading to cite only the flawed parts of the experiment and even deceptive to exploit an experimenter’s faulty and contradictory protocols as a smoke screen to hide evidence.

**Conclusion:**

**Scientific Evidence of Successful Judgements by Astrologers but not Proof of Astrology**

Carlson rejected the results from Tests #1 and #2 with some justification. This left only Tests #3 and #4 to verify whether astrology was any more than chance or not.

Without being aware of it at the start of the experiment, the astrologers faced many disadvantages in their attempt to identify individual charts. Parts of the tests required arbitrary guesswork, which is not part of standard astrological practice. The demographic profile of the subject group was too uniform to make individual identification easy. The subjects were not typical of astrologers’ clients being less mature, more male, less motivated towards self-enquiry and mostly disinterested in applying themselves to what was a challenging test. The astrologers had to work with a Psychological Test (CPI) that was complex, subjective and produced any limited ephemeral data that were unlike the more powerful information that can be obtained from a birth chart.

---

**How the Astrologers performed on 3 hypotheses**

![Graph showing the results of the three hypotheses with p-values and number of options offered to the astrologers.](Figure 3)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>P-Value</th>
<th>Number of options offered to the astrologers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P-Value**

0.5= Chance

Closer to 0 = more significant & less likely to be a chance result.

---
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However, while these handicaps impaired the astrologers’ decision-making in test #3, the astrologers were given ways around them in test #4 (by rating poor matches lower, for example). So, by applying standard statistical methods to Carlson’s original criteria in what was the most realistic test (#4), Professor Ertel was able to show that the astrologers were able to rate natal chart matches (out of 10) in a blind test with what appeared to be scientific accuracy. The probability that this result occurred by chance is 37 in 1000 (p=.037) or the unlikely chance of tossing a coin twelve times and getting the same coin face at least ten times. As yet, there are no strong arguments to refute this claim.

Why this significant result took over 20 years to uncover was mainly down to the sampling errors in the preparation and presentation of the data. Sampling errors have also appeared in large tests supporting astrology by Gauquelin - found by Ertel in 1987 (Ertel 1988) and later corrected - and in the Sun sign data analysis (Sachs 1999) compiled by German multi-millionaire mathematician and entrepreneur, Gunter Sachs. Sachs’ data needs to be reanalyzed. Sun sign tests are not a test of the practice of astrology and limited by the subject’s prior knowledge of their sun sign. While these tests have shown only limited significant correlations without this knowledge, tests of the whole chart such as Clark (1961) and Marbell (1986) have yielded significant results though Nanninga (1996) did not. Unlike Carlson these tests were limited by the small sample sizes and the astrologers had no scope for confidence rating of their judgements.


These are empirical studies that fall within the realm of astrology: the study and ongoing search for correlations between celestial phenomena and life, events and physical processes on Earth. Lest anyone questions the range of astrological studies listed, throughout most of the first millennium BCE, Babylonian astrologers recorded Diaries (Menologies) which systematically contained celestial phenomena along with coinciding mundane information such as weather, water levels in the Euphrates river, prices of commodities, political or unusual events such as earthquakes. Their empirical work led to the world’s first database. (Campion 2008)

Many of these modern scientists listed above might not consider themselves astrologers and some of these astrologers might not consider themselves scientists. Yet, these researchers strive to follow the scientific method in their quest to identify cosmic
connections, patterns and cycles. Their conclusions are falsifiable and their data open to evaluation.

While the practice of astrology is mostly outside the realm of science, the only justification to dismiss the entire field of astrology as rubbish (from a scientific point of view) or as a pseudoscience is ignorance. The oldest science in the world still appears to have hard science at its core and yet few of its practitioners can and do claim to be scientists. The results of the Carlson Double-Blind Astrology Test itself does not prove the validity of astrology, but add to the growing body of evidence that the practice of professional astrologers and astrology should once again be taken seriously as a field worthy of study.

"Let the dataset change your mindset" – Professor Hans Rosling, Swedish Public Health Scholar (Rosling 2009)

Remaining Thoughts and Questions

How did a scientist with such a strong academic background reach such an unfounded conclusion?

Since his experiment, Carlson has acquired a Ph.D. in nuclear physics and is founder of the Society of Amateur Scientists. After the alleged skulduggery (Rawlins 1981) and dogmatism (Lippiard 1995) involving CSICOP and other sceptical organisations attempting to debunk Gauquelin’s evidence (in which Carlson was not involved). It might reasonably be wondered whether inconvenient data was conveniently ignored. Perhaps a clever statistician from CSICOP found a way to 'dumb down' the presentation of the data and guided Carlson’s youthful inexperience towards an approved conclusion? Unless proved otherwise, I take an optimistic view of human nature.

Carlson’s untenable conclusion may be more a reflection of his mindset than any sleight of hand. He appears to operate by simplifying and reducing data to numbers and statistics. His training as a physicist would be in quantitative rather than qualitative analysis. By involving human behaviour, astrology requires both approaches. It’s as if Carlson was looking for black and white answers whereas human nature can only be understood in colour. This reductionist mindset – often found in sceptics – is the inability to see patterns or consider that the whole can be greater than the sum of the parts. While this linear thinking approach may be effective in the science of inanimate physical data, it tends to miss the point in the social sciences or the humanities or what I would term the ‘animate sciences’.

Why did *Nature* uncritically accept this study for publication?

The key may lie in the fact that the editor: John Maddox, was a CSICOP fellow and this may have influenced his judgement of the research making it difficult for him to objectively critique and evaluate its methods and conclusions. Maddox later described the experiment and how the astrologers drew up “Lunar Charts” (sic) for “… a perfectly convincing and lasting demonstration”. Elsewhere he said “It is a plain fact that astrology is a pack of lies in the literal sense.” (Maddox 1994) However, when it came to scientific objectivity, Maddox appears to have given priority to publishing an experiment that he
hoped would confirm his deeply held beliefs over critical thinking. Even so, astrologers can thank Maddox. Had Carlson submitted the correct analysis of the data showing support for astrology, it is inconceivable that Maddox would have considered it for publication in *Nature*.

**What was Carlson's conclusion about the role of psychology?**
If any field fell short of Carlson’s expectations in this exercise, it was psychology (and not astrology) with the perceived ‘failure’ of the subjects to identify their own CPI. Carlson however, came up with four excuses (Carlson 1985:425) to exonerate the CPI. Although he could have excused the astrologers in the same way, Carlson was less merciful towards astrology. And as a result of his bias, astrology – instead of psychology - unjustly took the rap from the Press.

**Could the results improve astrological research?**
Since the rating of psychological profiles by astrologers proved viable under difficult conditions, astrological schools might consider developing their own 'Astro Psychological Profile' where mature, open-minded subjects from diverse areas answer a questionnaire designed to measure features that astrologers might typically find in a birth chart. Students could then be tested by their ability to rate the profile as a match with a birth chart. This might also be a way to refine techniques, discover more about the strengths and limitations of astrology and become a good teaching tool.

**What is the status of this experiment?**
It’s ironic that Wikipedia and many sceptical websites undermine their often-questionable credibility by citing the Carlson experiment as one of the strongest arguments against astrology, when the results now favour astrology. As news of this reversal of the conclusion spreads, sceptics will be put in an invidious position where they must decide whether to continue to support the test and risk validating astrology or to claim that the test is fatally flawed. In the absence of conclusive scientific experiments refuting modern astrology, a chasm has now opened. Astrologers can now legitimately cite Carlson’s study published in the most prestigious science journal *Nature* as further evidence supporting the thesis that while the practice of astrology is predominantly an art, the field of natal astrology increasingly appears to have some scientific basis.

Robert Currey, BSc.[Hons], DF Astrol.S., Cert.Int.ACG.
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**Endnotes**
[1] Ofcom ITC programming code which binds the BBC, (according to their own publication) reads: Horoscopes, palmistry and similar ‘psychic’ practices are only acceptable where they are presented as entertainment or are the subject of legitimate investigation. (Ofcom
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(2010) Cox’s comments were not part of a legitimate investigation and they were not intended for entertainment

[2] “Carlson’s claims that ‘astrology failed’ and ‘there is no scientific evidence for astrology’ have been heard or read by over an estimated 5 million people.” (Vidmar 2008)

[3] CSICOP stands for Committee for Scientific Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal is now renamed CSI (Committee for Skeptical Inquiry). Brian Cox is on an editorial Advisory Board for the Skeptic newsletter issued by a group associated with CSICOP. (Skeptic 2010)

[4] "The years 1981-1982 were years of crisis for CSICOP and many of its senior members resigned in protest over the Gauquelin affair." (Vidmar 2008) For more evidence of CSICOP involvement and bias: (Currey October 2010) and for an inside story from a co-founder of CSICOP: sTARBABY (Rawlins 1981)

[5] Paul Kurtz claimed CSICOP encouraged Carlson to do this project. (Kurtz 2006) Richard Muller (CSICOP fellow) funded and guided the experiment. (Carlson 1985 p.425) and The Editor of the Journal, Nature, which published the experiment was John Maddox (CSICOP fellow). (SI July/Aug 2009)

[6] On a listing on a library site on the web, Carlson is listed as being born on 11 March 1960. (Library Thing 2010)

[7] In newspaper interviews, Carlson admits that he worked his way through college as a street psychic and professional magician. (Vidmar 2008)

[8] In his ‘Astrology Experiment Detailed Outline’, Carlson wrote he intended to publish the experiment in the Skeptical Inquirer, a "nationally respected scientific journal". This unmerited glowing description of the in-house journal for CSICOP, dedicated to debunking the type of experiment he was supposedly hoping would be favourable to astrology, does not fit the profile of a neutral party. Unlike scientific and astrological journals, the Skeptical Inquirer "... nearly always presents only one side of a controversy in its articles." (Hansen 2009)

[9] Though Carlson refers to it as the California Personality Inventory throughout his ‘peer-reviewed paper, Professor Harrison Gough the inventor (who was apparently consulted during the test) named it the California Psychological Inventory- also referred to as the CPI.

[10] Carlson’s figures for test #3 show a discrepancy with totals of 116 1st choice, 114 2nd and 114 for 3rd choice. I have calculated on the basis of 115.

[11] The P-value is a measure of the reliability of a result. It is an index of the probability of an observed difference in results if the samples compared were random. So a P-value of .5 or 50% suggests the relationship is no more than chance. A P-value of .05 indicates that there is a 5% or 1/20 probability that the observed result is a fluke. P-values of .05 or less are usually considered indicative that the results are statistically significant in social sciences and in this experiment a strong likelihood of a correlation. (Thisted 1998)

[12] The subjects were not predisposed to astrology, unlike a typical client that might consult an astrologer. To avoid bias, Carlson eliminated those who strongly disbelieve in astrology and anyone who had had a birth chart prepared before. (Carlson 1985 p.421) Subjects were less motivated and potentially subject to response bias: According to Ertel, there are two possible reasons why the subjects were not as good as the astrologers in matching their charts or in completing their CPIs: (Ertel 2009)
a. While the astrologers put in great effort as 'their world views were put on stake', the subjects were not motivated. This is evident by the fact that "half their data (ratings) were so poor that they could not even be analyzed."

b. The subjects might have been inclined to avoid the correct chart interpretation (or their CPI) to deny character traits they might consider unattractive. Astrologers were more informed: According to Vidmar, "The astrologer subjects were given the entire 28-page 'Interpreter’s Syllabus' to assist with CPI interpretation and the student (sic) subjects were given only a 2-page 'synopsis' or 'summary' of what the individual scales meant" (Vidmar 2008)

[13] Carlson's paper in Nature claims 70% were college students and about half were graduates. No other demographics were given though in 1986 Carlson in response to questions claimed that the mean age of the subjects was 28. (Carlson 1986)

[14] According to CPP - publishers of the CPI "Test-retest correlations for high school students over a one-year interval range from .52 to .73 with a median of .66. Test-retest correlations for adults over a 10-year interval range from .49 to .85 with a median of .77."

"The reliability of the CPI has been assessed as to its internal consistency, as judged by ... test-retest (medians: 1 year=.68, 5 year=.56, 25 year .58)." (Info Refuge 2010) To amplify this point about the evolution of the personality, test-retest results of the CPI after 25 years shows a median of .58. Or to put it another way after 25 years, half the subjects had an altered perception of their self image by a factor of 42% according to the CPI measuring system. Since self-knowledge tends to improve with age, we can only assume that this adjustment is to greater reflect their true selves.

[15] Harrison Gough, author of the CPI states: “Each scale is designed to forecast what a person will say or do under defined conditions, and to identify individuals who will be described in characteristic ways by others who know them well or who observe their behaviour in particular contexts. The scales are grouped for convenience into four broad categories, bringing together those having related implications. The underlying logic here is interpretational, not factorial, i.e., these four categories do not necessarily constitute psychometric entities.” (Gough 1987)

[16] Eysenck, [b.4 March 1916 – d.1997] was Professor of Psychology at the Institute of Psychiatry, authored about 80 books and at the time of his death was the living psychologist most frequently cited in science journals. (Haggbloom 2002) Eysenck's expertise was in measurement of personality. He was one of very few psychologists who researched the field of astrology.

[17] Ertel (2009) p.128 "He (Carlson) should have used pair comparison, the fairest existing test format on which Thurstone’s "law of comparative judgment" had been based.” (Thurstone, 1927).

[18] In statistics, sampling error or estimation error is the error caused by observing a sample instead of the whole population.

[19] Effect size is a standardized measure of the strength of the relationship between the two variables. This descriptive statistic (magnitude) can complement the p-value (probability).

[20] Since Carlson’s experiment was published in the Commentary Section in Nature, there was a question mark over the peer review. Carlson responds to this “It survived a rigorous peer review that included a famous psychologist whom I will reveal in a later publication. (Carlson 2009)
(McGrew & McFall 1990) This experiment appears to be a genuine attempt to overcome the Carlson limitations of the CPI by providing astrologers from a local group in Indiana, an abundance of information. Unfortunately, this included photographs that meant that the age range 30-31 had to be very narrow (to avoid clues from the photos). Though the subjects appeared to have diverse lives, they were all born around the Saturn Neptune conjunction. So there was a higher level of homogeneity than Carlson’s subjects and a similar problem with lack of self-awareness/experience due to age. However, the unrealistic challenge was that the astrologers had to match each birth chart to not 3 CPIs but, 23 psychological profiles! In addition, the astrologers were asked for first choice only, so there was no opportunity to rate and reject poor matches, which dramatically increased the power of the Carlson experiment. Though there are no data tables to analyse, the experimenters assure that the astrologers were unable to match significantly and were surprised at their lack of agreement. This result was inevitable. McGrew & McFall designed an impossible test that favoured random results in a small homogenous sample.

Their paper was critical of Carlson’s use of the CPI and his conclusions. Perhaps it is not surprising that it was rejected for publication in Nature as it was Carlson who did the peer review. Given Nature’s history of only publishing flawed but negative tests on astrology, rejection of an astrology study by Nature may not be a reflection on the quality of the experiment.

Michel Gauquelin claimed that Mars was located in specific sectors in the birth charts of sports stars from a database of 4,384. Ertel was able to verify this by comparing it with data compiled by 3 sceptical groups (N=1664) by showing a trend of increasing significance according to the sports champion’s eminence measured by independent citation. (Ertel, S. & Irving, K., 1996),

Dean states that "so far only three tests of this kind have exceeded N=100, one of them Carlson's." (Dean 2010)

Data collection was completed on 15 Dec 1981. The paper was submitted to Nature on 11 March 1983. Nature published the paper on October 14 1985. Why was there a gap of 3 years and 10 months? (Vidmar 2009)

What Carlson termed the scientific hypothesis is a misnomer since you cannot disprove a scientific hypothesis. So to avoid confusion, I have termed it the sceptical hypothesis.

For example magic tricks, anecdotal evidence, Sun Sign only data or tests with sample sizes that are so small that they are likely to produce random results would not be considered valid tests.
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